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SHORT DESCRIPTION ~ 54 words
The Dynabook Satellite™ Pro L50-G is a well-rounded 15.6-inch professional laptop designed
to bring superior performance at an attractive price point. Equipped with an Intel® Core™
Processor, NVIDIA® discrete graphics and solid-state storage, the Satellite Pro L50-G can
comfortably handle daily tasks without slowing down all on a single battery charge. With
excellent usability, performance and long battery life, the Satellite Pro L50-G is ready to excel.
LONG DESCRIPTION ~ 131 words
The Dynabook Satellite™ Pro L50-G is a well-rounded 15.6-inch professional laptop designed
to bring superior performance at an attractive price point. Equipped with an Intel® Core™
Processor, NVIDIA® discrete graphics and solid-state storage, the Satellite Pro L50-G can
comfortably handle daily tasks without slowing down all on a single battery charge.
As a mobile productivity tool, the Satellite Pro L50-G is lightweight at 3.75 pounds1 (1.7kg)
and features a full-sized keyboard with numeric keypad, along with a comprehensive set of
ports, including a USB Type-C™ port, three USB Type-A ports and HDMI. The laptop includes
Gigabit LAN and fast Wi-Fi® for secure and reliable connectivity. With excellent usability,
performance and long battery life, the Satellite Pro L50-G is ready to excel.
HEADLINES
Mobile Productivity Designed to Excel
Affordable Advance Performance
Exceptional Performance. Extraordinary Value.
FEATURE VIGNETTES
FUTURE-PROOFED PERFORMANCE THAT WON’T BREAK THE BANK
Boasting a 10th generation Intel® Core™ Processor (14nm), NVIDIA® GeForce® MX250
discrete graphic engine and solid-state storage, alongside a USB Type-C™ port and fast WiFi®, the Satellite Pro L50-G is packed with superior performance technology and ready for
whatever the future holds.
A TRULY POWERFUL DEVICE WITH STYLE
Featuring a modern dark blue casing, the Satellite™ Pro L50-G delivers a high-level of
performance, innovative storage and extended battery life in a lightweight stylish design to
handle the needs of mobile professionals.
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BUILT FOR THE OFFICE, MOBILE WHEN NEEDED
The Satellite™ Pro L50-G is designed to provide maximum comfort for a full day of work. The
full-sized keyboard with a numeric keypad provides a comfortable typing experience, while
the large click pad featuring Microsoft Precision Touchpad technology makes navigation
quick and easy and a generous 15.6-inch anti-glare screen works in a variety of lighting
conditions.
DESIGNED TO CONNECT
A comprehensive set of ports and options allows the Satellite™ Pro L50-G to connect with any
working environment, wherever that may be. Physical ports include USB Type-C™ 3.2, three
USB Type-A ports, HDMI, Gigabit LAN and mic/headphone jack. The advanced flexibility of
USB Type-C™ port enables charging, display connections and data transfer. Additional
expansion is available through Dynabook’s optional USB-C™ dock which allows a single
connection to minimize cable clutter and quickly hook up all your favorite peripherals.
PROTECTS WHAT’S PRECIOUS
The Satellite™ Pro L50-G is packed with security features to help keep it and the precious data
stored on it safe and secure. Security layers including fTPM, Webcam Privacy Shutter and
built-in cable lock slot help protect this laptop from cyber-attacks and physical theft.
GALLERY FEATURES
Processor
Utilizing a powerful 10th Gen Intel® Core™ processor (14nm), the Satellite™ Pro L50-G
supplies the advanced performance, security and IT remote management capabilities for
today’s demanding professional computing environments.
Operating System
Running Windows 10 Pro provides improved productivity tools, data protection and
encryption making it the ideal operating system for the modern user.
Display
Featuring a 15.6-inch Full HD, anti-glare eDP™ display with LED side lighting, the Satellite™
Pro L50-G delivers clear and crisp visuals in a variety of lighting conditions.
Advanced Graphics
Adopting an NVIDIA® GeForce® MX250 GPU allows the Satellite™ Pro L50-G to deliver faster
performance over integrated graphics for photo and video-editing applications. It also works
seamlessly with NVIDIA Optimus® technology to give the laptop the perfect balance between
long battery life and performance.
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Storage
Dynabook equips this 15.6-inch laptop with solid-state storage technology for lightning-fast
response times and data reliability.
Audio
A pair of stereo speakers produce rich, immersive audio for videoconferencing and other
multimedia activities.
Keyboard
Featuring a full-sized keyboard with a numeric keypad provides a comfortable typing
experience, while the 4.13 x 3.02 inch click pad supporting Microsoft Precision Touchpad
technology makes navigation quick and easy.
Docking (Option)
Connect three external displays and other various desktop peripherals, including keyboard,
mouse, Ethernet, audio and microphone via single connection with the optional Dynabook
USB-C™ Dock.
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Weight. Weight may vary depending on product configuration, vendor components, manufacturing variability and options
selected.
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